Industrial Service Solutions – Recycling Technologies Adds Scrap Industry Shredder and Recycling Veteran Engineer to Team

Houston TX – Industrial Service Solutions – Recycling Technologies Group continues to expand its presence in the scrap metal recycling industry. The company recently announced the addition of industry shredder and recycling veteran Dan Mihuc to the team. Mihuc will serve as Director of Engineering for the company’s recycling group.

With almost 2 decades of experience in the metal recycling industry, Mihuc served as Director of Metal Sales/Project Manager at Engineered Recycling Systems in Atlanta, GA. and previous to this role Dan served as Project Engineer for OmniSource Corporation which is owned by the Fort Wayne based Steel Dynamics. “We are very fortunate to add someone with Dan’s experience and qualifications to our organization,” commented Bill Tigner, Vice President – ISS-Recycling Technologies. “With new nonferrous plants, complete automobile shredder systems, and AmeriMex AC and DC Motors and controls, as well as overseeing the other areas we are bringing to the scrap metal industry, such as shredder emissions and controls, Dan will be able to lead us to the forefront of one of the fastest growing divisions within ISS.”

Mihuc will be based in Chicago. Among his many responsibilities will be taking over the management of the new 7090 shredder being installed in Houston TX first quarter 2022.

ISS is headquartered in Houston, TX and is known for its breadth and depth in a broad range of industry applications and expertise in multiple equipment types, which offers a bundled solutions approach. With 45 locations across the nation, the company provides comprehensive, nationwide field services, fully equipped service shops, and supply shops with available parts. In support of the scrap metal industry, ISS offers complete stationary shredders, including castings and wear parts, AmeriMex motors and controls, emission controls, shredder explosion mitigation, and the Taurus US line of scrap shears and balers.
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